Abstract. As the demand increases, future networks will follow the trends of network variety and service flexibility, which requires heterogeneous type of network deployment and reliable communication method. In practice, most communication failure happens due to the bad radio link quality, i.e., high-speed users suffers a lot on the problem of radio link failure, which causes the problem of communication interrupt and radio link recovery. To make the communication more reliable, especially for the high mobility users, we propose a novel communication handoff mechanism to reduce the occurrence of service interrupt. Based on computer simulation, we find that the reliability on the service is greatly improved.
Introduction
To satisfy the increasing demand on the service rate, multiple types of base stations (BSs) are considered in the future network deployment, which consists of heterogeneous networks. However, various BS coverage sizes cause unreliable communication link when users moves from one big BS to a small BS or vice versa [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
To solve the above problem and reduce the service interrupt rate, we propose a reliability enhanced handoff mechanism, which avoids the high-speed users to be handed over to the small BS due to its possible short stay, and muting the small BS signal transmission for some time to alleviate the interference when the high-speed use passing by. In this way, communication overhead can be greatly saved due to the avoidance on the unnecessary handoff and radio link recovery process.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we formulate handoff problem for high-speed users in heterogeneous networks. The proposed enhanced handoff method is presented in section 3. The proposed method is evaluated in section 4. Conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Problem Formulation
In this paper, we consider the small BSs are deployed in the coverage of big BS for the service rate enhancement as in Figure1, where users may suffer the interference from both big and small BSs.
Radio link failure is detected by BS based on the user's physical channel signal transmission. If BS finds that the user's signal transmission is in out-of-synchronization state and does not recover within some fixed time interval, then BS will think the radio link is suffering some problems and all the signals from the user will be neglected. After that, a process called radio link recovery will be initiated to make the user's signal transmission be back to the in-synchronization state. Usually, the synchronization state is based on the received signal-tonoise and interference ratio (SINR) of the synchronization preamble or pilot, and the value SINR should be smoothed as the filter in (1).
where M n is the simultaneous received SINR; F n is the updated filtered SINR, which is used to decide the user's synchronization state and link quality; F n-1 is the previous SINR, where F 0 is set to M 1 when the first SINR is obtained; and a = 1/2 (k/4) is typically used with k is the filter coefficient [6]- [7] . 
Muted Subframe
To relieve the interference from other BSs when highspeed users passing the small BS, some subframes of small BS are muted, which are also known as almost blank subframes (ABS). In these muted subframes, there is little signal transmission except the necessary control signals. In this way, the interference limited user is protected from the strong interference. But the subframe utility is a little reduced by the existence of muted subframes. To achieve a better trade-off, the muted subframe configuration should be optimized, i.e., the density and pattern are the key factors of performance.
Proposed Reliability Enhanced Handoff Method
To avoid the unnecessary handoff of high-speed user into the small BS's coverage and protect them from interference when passing by the small BS, additional steps such as user speed classification and muted subframe related configuration are introduced into the existing handoff procedure as in [8] .
Here, we take a typical scenario as an example to illustrate the implementation of our proposed idea for a better understanding. The detailed procedure of the proposed algorithm can be found in Fig. 2 . The proposed additional steps are as follows:
Step-Measurement Reports with High-speed USER Indicator
When the high-speed user gets closer to the small BS, an event called A3 may be triggered due to the stronger receiving power from the small BS than the serving big BS. In addition to the conventional measurement report, the high-speed user may also send an additional highspeed user indictor (i.e., one bit information with value '1' indicating high-speed user and valuser'0' indicating other users) to the big BS to notify that the handoff to small BS should be avoided.
The user's mobility state estimation can be made by counting the number of handoffs within a specific time as usual or using the user handoff history information exchanged between BSs.
Step-Small BS Muted Subframe Turn-on Request
If the user is in high-speed state, big BS sends the "Muted Subframe Turn-on Request" message to the target small BS. When the big BS is providing VoIP service to the high-speed user now, the muted subframe turn-on Request also includes the next transmission timing information of the VoIP service. Step-Small BS Muted Subframe Configuration
When the small BS receives the "Muted Subframe Turn-on Request" from the big BS, some frames will be muted to protect high-speed user, but the muted subframe density configuration method is out of the scope of this paper. According to the small BS's current muted subframe status, the following actions can be taken by small BS. a) If there is no muted subframe available at small BS now and the high-speed user is served with VOIP, then small BS will configure the muted subframe considering the high-speed user's next transmission timing information in the "Muted Subframe Turn-on Request" and VoIP data transmission interval to decide which subframe to be muted. b) If there is no muted subframe at small BS now and the high-speed user is not requiring VoIP service, then Small BS will configure any subframe as the muted subsubframe. c) If the small BS has already configured the muted subframe and the incoming "Muted Subframe Turn-on Request" is not for the VoIP user, no additional configuration is required. d) If the small BS already configured the muted subframe and the incoming "Muted Subframe Turn-on Request" is for the VoIP user, small BS should reconfigure the muted subframe considering the next transmission information in the "Muted Subframe Turnon Request". 
Step-Small BS Muted Subframe Configuration Exchange
After small BS has configured or re-configured the muted subframe for the high-speed user, it will transmit the configuration information to the corresponding big BSs which have high-speed users to be protected by the muted subframe at this small BS, using the current existing interface between BSs.
Step-High-speed USER RRC Reconfiguration After receiving the muted subframe configuration from small BS, the big BS will reset the measurement configuration through RRC signals and make the scheduling decisions considering the small BS muted subframe configuration.
Step-Muted Subframe Turn-off Timing Detection
The muted subframe adopted at small BS is used to protect the high-speed user, therefore the muted subframe should be turned off to avoid the resource waste when the high-speed user leaves the small BS's coverage. There are two ways to detect the timing to turn-off muted subframe at small BS: a) Explicit Detection When the high-speed user detects the received RSRP or RSRQ from small BS below some predefined threshold, then it will send some specific message to its serving big BS to indicate the interference from the small BS is not serious now and the muted subframe at small BS can be turned off now. b) Implicit Detection When the serving Big BS receives another event A3 triggered measurement report with target BS ID is not the same small BS as that in the previous event A3 triggered measurement report from the high-speed user, the serving big BS knows that the high-speed user has already left the coverage of previous small BS and the muted subframe at that small BS can be turned off.
Step-Small BS Muted Subframe Turn Off
When big BS thinks there is no need to keep the muted subframe on for its serving high-speed user, it will send the "Muted Subframe Turn-off Request" to the corresponding small BS. After receiving this request, the small BS will decide whether to turn off the muted subframe or not.
Evaluation Results

Simulation Parameters
The detailed simulation parameters are outlined in Table 1 as same as that in [9] . Users are associated to a big or a small BS according to its best downlink reference signal receiving power. In addition to the data transmission, HARQ re-transmission is also considered in the performance evaluation. 
Simulation Results
In this section, we present the benefits of the proposed method in the aspects of the system's throughput and radio link failure rate. To simplify the analysis and make a fair comparison, we assume the handoff is perfect without any failure. To avoid ping-pong and the short time of stay problem, the high speed user is not allowed to be hand off to the small BS for any cases. From the simulation results in Table 2 , we find that the small BS's interference induced radio link failure is not negligible for the high-speed user if we avoid the highspeed user being handed off to the small BS even with 0dB bias for small BS's coverage extension. We also find that the small BS muted subframe (a.k.a ABS) induced gain on RLF reduction is over 60 %, and in the case of large bias configuration such as 6 dB and 9 dB, both the high-speed and low-speed users enjoy this gain. Figure 3 shows the UE spectrum efficiency comparison between the cases of with and without ABS at small BS in the aspects of cumulative distribution function (CDF). A detailed comparison is shown in Table  3 . From the results in Table 3 , we find the ABS at small cell increases the user's received SINR, which covers the system resource loss due to ABS at small BS.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a reliability enhanced handoff method, which modifies the existing handoff procedure by adding some mobility related steps for system performance improvement. From the results, we observe that the performance of both radio link failure rate and system efficiency is greatly improved. For some system configuration such as high small BS bias case, even low speed users will benefit from the proposed method. 
